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M.A. Thesis:

corporate governance and financial distress likelihooh
With the increasing development corporations on the one hand and the emergence of severe
financial distress in micro and macroeconomic aspects on the other hand, owners and
manufacture various stakeholders seeking to create a cover and shield for immunizing
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themselves against such risks were. And this has led them to seek the possibility of
financial distress on firms Also, due to the continuing effects of the entity's activities or
financial distress on creditors and investors and financial analysts and market researchers
Find indicators and warning signs of financial distress interest groups has always been
considered. In the present study sought to examine the relationship between corporate
governance and the financial distress likelihood are the study sample consisted of 100
company time - domain research (2014-2010) respectively. Researchers firms listed in the
Tehran Stock Exchange using statistical tests were aimed at finding an answer to the
question whether there is a relationship between corporate governance and the likelihood of
financial distress? Based on the results of research and statistics at the 5% level we can say
that between managerial ownership, independence of board members and board size there
is a significant relationship with the probability of financial distress. Relationship between
institutional ownership and responsibility CEO duality there is no significant relationship
with the probability of financial distress.
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